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ABSTRACT 
A suoc«80fal attempt has been made for the design of the electro-
mechanical Mdasbauer drive using the indigenously ayalleble 
materials and electronic oaiQxaients. The servo-control system 
is designed to operate the spectrometer in the constant accelersf-
tion mode in con^tmction with the multichannel analyaer for the 
data acquisition* IJesign parameters are discussed in details. 
A theoretical study has been made to understand anisotropic 
hyperfine interactions acting at radiating (or ^sorbing) M 6 S B -
bauer nuclei in single crystal environment. Utilissing the 
radiation field approach a theory has been worked out so that 
angular distribution as well as the polarissatlon of the gamna 
rays in the Mdssbauer resonance can be ixsed .effective research 
tools. Numerical results are given for the most ccnoomon cases of 
Ml and E2 Hdssbauer radiations, Por the extraction of hyperfine 
field parameters, extensive use of 3)-matrix and density matrix 
formal isms have been used transforming the results between the 
principal axis system end the space fixed coordinate system. 
Some model cowpcands like olc- and trans- isomers hare been pre-
pared and their Mossbauer spectra have been studied at room 
temperature. The electric field gradient and isomer shifts 
acting at the Mossbauer nucleus have been evaluated. Certain 
existing anomalies have been iBvestigated. Our results show that 
these anomalies would be attributed to «aQ)irical errors. 
* V; * 
BASIC ASPECTS 
Mossbauer effect has become an important experimental tool for 
the investigation of hyperfine interaetione in solids, in a short 
i 
time soon after its discovery in t958. Mosshauer spectroscopy 
has number ot advantages arer other methods because it is more 
selective and it singles out a specific isotope such as Pe- ' etc*,,' 
Properties of the surrounding environment can be studied, althoa^ 
indirectly, via hyperfine interactions. Mossbauer speetrosoooKT 
can be used as an analytical tool to determine the total amount 
of a given isotope, to check: the inhcsnogeneity of the sample or 
to identify the various components it may contain,' Ihe line-
width for Pe^ ''' is 4-3 X 10*^ eV and the quality factor Q = B / A B = 
t4.4 X 10V4.5 X 10*"^  gives a high sensivity of about 3 parts 
in 10* , A few other isotopes known for their higjher selectivl"^ 
are la"*®^  (Q~1O'*^) and Zn^ *^  (Q^2 X 10'*'^ ) but they are too diff-
icult to perform eacperiments with.* Ihus, the Mossbauer reso-
nance furnishes itsportant informations about the very small per-
turbations, 
fhe limitations of the method are obvious, too. She nuniber of 
useful isotopes is relatively small. In. biological studies, in 
57 particular, the only nuclei of immediate significance are Pe^ 
57 127 
and its radio active parent Qo*^ ' and the two iodine isotopes 1' * 
•nd V^t Other limitations are the fixed energy resolution det-
ermined by the nuclear life tl«e and the fact that only the imme-
diate environment of the Mossbauer isotopes can be studied. A fur-
ther serious restriction is that the system must be in % t solid f on 
"- <: -
t.1 Hosabauer R«sonano« 
Gonsider an excited nucleus daeaylng to its ground state with 
emission of a photon of energy Br. 3!o conserve the linear 
mcBiientua, the nucleus most recoil in the direction opposite to 
that of the emitted photon, fhe nuclear recoil energy 'R* may 
e^ily he calculated as 
R • lr2/2Mo^ •\. (t,1) 
^ere M is the nuclear mass, c is the velocity of U ^ t and R~o«1eT 
in the 100 Ee7 region. This recoil energy R causes decrease in 
Ese and thus it is difficult to observe resonance hetii^en the nuclear 
levels used as a resonance ahsorber having a level-width of-10 
eV* However, attempts ymxe made to observe the resonance by plac-
ing the source on a retfting dislr» etc. The observed broadening 
of the resonance was too large to study the hyperfine interactions 
which are of the order of 10 • eV» 
Mossbauer*s greatest contribution has been that he could obtain 
reooilless emission and absorption of gamma rays, thus restoring 
resonance condition, leading to very sharp resonance lines. 
She probability that the emitted or the absorbed gamma rays be 
recoil free may be eacpressed by an eaponential function « * ^ ^ ^^^, 
with <a?> as the mean square displacement along the 3c-direotion, 
can be shown to follow from the thermal vibrations of atoms in a 
7 
crystal,' In a three dimensional case this eiQjression nay be 
z 
written in terms of x, y and^ooordinates. It aiay be noted that 
the probability for the recoil ftee gemma ray emission or •[bsorp-
tion may not be same in a l l di^^ctiens. If we take 1 <T > « 
- 3 -
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<x >|j,, the recoil free fraction becomes 
f » e'3^^^>/^ ... (1.2) 
In order to express 'f in terms of experimental variables 
we need to calculate the mean squpre deviation <r > using a 
model for the lattice vibrations. In the Dehye model of a solid 
8 the expression 'f • in the limit of T<0jj is 
where B-Q is the characteristic Debye temperature. And for 
f „ exp [. M|ZM] ... (1.3). 
1.2 Line Shape of the Source and Absorber 
The absorption c ross -sec t ion for the r a d i a t i o n , when a Moss-
'* 10 
bauer nucleus^decaying t o the ground s t a t e , i s given by 
^ o ^ ^ 1 * 2 I e 1 / . .X 
where le and Ig are the spins of excited and ground states of 
the decaying nucleus respectively and a is the internal con-
version coefficient of the excited state. For Pe^' this cross-
—18 2 
section at resonance comes out to be^^lO cm which is 200 
and 
times greater than that of photoelectric absorption ^ of Rayleigh 
12 
scattering at that energy. As a result, the resonant absorp-
tion takes-place even when the resonant isotope is a minor coiia-
tituent of the absorbing solid. 
The energy dependence of the absorption cross-section is given 
by the Breit-Wigner formula 
fB - ii©\2l-1 OXB) ^ o-ofi + 4(£-:^)^J"' ... (1.5) 
la 
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where B is the nuclear transition energy and V is the width 
of the resonance at half maadLraum-a'bsorption. Ihe Lorentasian 
line shape defined "by this expression applies both to the emi-
tted radiation and to the absorption oross-seotion* Por thin 
absorbers, the experimentally observed line shape is the resxilt 
of a folding of the source and absorber lines and the result is 
cr-(B) -.j^ fi + Ai^^f^fy^ ... (1,6) 
ex/si. ^L Ta+Ts •" 
where subscripts »a' and *s» stand for absorber and source res-
pectively. In other words the linewidths of the soiirce and the 
absorber are additive? if the natural linewidths are realized in 
both, the Mossbauer resonance linewidth is Just twice the nat-
ural linewidth of the excited state. 
The cross-section of Eg*(1.4) is the total cross-section at the 
resonance absorption. The effective cross-section in the Moss-
bauer experiment is further reduced by the product of recoil-
free fractions applicable to the emission and absorption pro-
7 
cesses seperately. 
1*3 Thiclmess Effect 
8 Mdssbauer spectrum can be obtained either using scattering 
12 1 
geometry or a transmission one. In either of the cases it 
is essential to see how a line shape gets affected due to thick-
ness of the absorber. Further, the transmission line shape gets 
modified due to thickness of the sotirce itself. Since the accur-
acy of hyperfine field measurements depend upon linewidth of the 
Mdssbauer transition, therefore it is imperative to have informai-
tion that how it gets affected due to thickness of the sotirce and 
«•• ^ «M 
the absorber. 
Let a source be of arbitrary area and extending in depth from 
X - 0 to X a 00 and f (x) be the distribution function of emitt-
ing atoms along x - axis. If an absorber of thickness *t* be 
placed such that its area is perpendicular to the gamma-ray beaw^ 
than the transmission is given by "^ 
p(^) « e'^ a^^ ^^ ld - f)^Ax(x)f(x)e"^s^ * ^  ^  -^^'^ ®^' 
T 2 / 4 « dxf(x) 
[-^ ItnaAa^ Ota (^  , ^^yi ^-pgy^ J ^ (E - EQ '^  ^  )i^  •»• r V 4 
X exp.[-(f;nsAs ^ ( E , EQ^^ ^ ) ! ^ -^rV^ * ^ ^^j} ••• ^^ •'^ ) 
where T is the full width at half maximum of the emission and 
the absorption line and s and a stand for the scarce and the 
absorber respectively. And 
f « probability of resonance ahsorption without recoil 
n w number of atoms per cubic centimeter of volume 
A «a fractional abundence of the atoms which can absorh 
resonantly, 
fi « ordinary mass attenuation coefficient, evaluated at B^ and 
yS m IEO denotes the Doppler shift due to relative velocity v 
between the soiirce and the absorber. In Eq. (1.7) first term 
gives the non-resonant absorption whereas second term in the 
equation is responsible for resonance absorption. 
Id TThe assumption that source atoms are distributed uniformly 
in the solid matrix and after certain relevent approximations 
"» 6 •• 
Eq. (1.7) results In 
where the first term is the non-resonant transmission and the 
second term represents the resonant contribution, Por thin 
source and thin absorber it comes out to he 
p(^) « [(1 - f) P(unifonii) • f (1 - - ^ ) ] - f -|^ 
where p(uniform) is a distribution function for the source. It 
is seen that the transmitted line shape in the limit of thin 
source and absorber has a Breit-Vfigner shape with a width r 
which is twice that of either the emission or absorption spect-
rtaQf 
1.4 H3nperfine Interactions 
Interactions of the nucleus with surrounding electrons and dis-
tant ions in a solid state environment lead to hyperfine intei*-
actions, The nuclear electric charge and current distribution 
14 
can be represented In terms of the multipole mcMnents, ^  The 
interaction of these multipoles with the surrotmding hyperfine 
fields gives perturbations on the nuclear levels. Ihese perturba-
tions can be classified or understood in the following manner. 
(a) Isomer Shift I A spherically syimnetric nucleus behaves as 
an electric aontpole end the external charge interacts(Coulomb 
interaction) with the nucleus which in turn causes merely a 
- 7 -
shift in nuclear energy levels. This shift is different 
for different energy levels and the difference in the corres-
ponding energy levels of a MSssbauer isotope in the source as 
well as absorber having different chemical environment is 
known as isomer shift. •^* This shift may be calculated from 
17 the monopole part of the interaction, 
® ^^ jre --rnr ® ^^ *^ ... (1.10) 
where the subscripts e and n refer to electrons and nucleus 
respectivelyf fe{Te) and fn(m) are the charge densities, d Te 
and dTn are voliane elements. The term l/jr© - rnj can be 
expanded in terms of spherical harmonics^® and after simplifi-
cation the monopole shift is 
6W « |iie2 Z|f(o)|^<m2>, ^ere eZ <Tr^> « J TJ^ nivn) ^"^n. 
The two principal factors in the energy difference 6W are the 
solid state factor, i.e., the electronic charge density at 
the nucleus, and the nuclear factor, i.e. mean square nuclear 
charge radi0us i^ich may be different for different nuclear 
states. The shift for the source is 
6WB - c| /'s(o)|2 |<rh^>ex - <rn^>grl and 
for the absorber is 
SWo. « cj /'a(o)|2 |<m2>ex - <^>sc\. ... (LH) 
If both the source and absorber lines are shifted by the name 
amount, no shift of the absorption spectrum is observed. Gon-
seijuently, it is the difference between source and absorber 
lAiioh is mtasured. Thus the isomer shift is 
» 8 -
6=6Ws - 6Wa = e\<Tr?>ex " <3?n^ >gr] [l^a(o) |2 - \%io)\^ ... (1.12) 
where !/a(o)l^ and |>^ s(o)|2 give the total s-electron charge 
density at the nucleus in the absorher and the source respectively. 
The calculation of this isomeric nuclear volume effect was carr-
ied out for Fe^?, where Jr(o)j2 was obtained from the difference 
between the ionic ferrous and ionic ferric valence states. The 
change of Ajr(o)j2 for this case is caused primarily by the change 
in the number of the 3d electrons. Since ferric iron (3d^) has 
fewer d electrons ( \f(o)\^ *»0,05 a^"') than ferrous iron (|^ (o)|2 
»0.14 ao"', the effective nuclear charge for the ferric 38-electron£ 
will he larger than in the ferrous case with the resiilt that 
|/'5s(o)j2> 1^53(0)|2, Using the experimental data 6(Fe ) -
6(Pe'^ "'*) « 0.90 ^  0.03 mm/s and of Freeman and Watson Hartree-Fock 
free ion wave functions^^^ Walker et al^^ obtained A K / R S - 18 
X 10""^. Measurements give the s-character of the electron density. 
This information is unique to the MOssbauer effect and cannot be 
obtained from any known physical or Chemical techniques. 
Referred to metallic iron as a standard absorher with 6 • 0, typi-
cal isomer shifts of iron compounds, expressed in velocity units 
(mm/s) fall in the following range 
high spin ferrous -»- 0»6 <6<1,4 
high spin ferric -* 0.15<6<0.5 
low spin ferrous -^ -0.3 <6<o.5 
low spin ferric -**©»2 <6<©,2 
« 9 -
It is obvious that only the high spin ferrotis compounds can 
"be uniquely identified from their I.S, 
(b) Magnetic Interdctiona The magnetic field caused by the 
surrounding atcanic electron current distributions interacts 
with the nuclear magnetic moments. Such magnetic field created 
by electrons and ions are referred to as 'Internal fields'. 
The magnetic hyperfine field structure depends upon the mag* 
netic field strength and the magnitude of the magnetic dipole 
moment of the nuclear state. An expression for magnetic dipole 
interaction is 
H « - iTn'H ^^ ... (1.14) 
and the energy levels are 
% B - \iBmi/l « - gpnHmj» mj; « I, I - 1,.... - I ... (1.15) 
where |oin is the nuclear magneton and g the gryomagnetic ratio 
or nuclear g-factor. For the excited and the ground state of 
P«5T g^ ^^Bi -. 0.103 and g^ /g « O.ISOSfrespectively and the nuclear 
magneton >in " eV(2Mc) » 3.15 X 10"^^ eV/G* Thus we obtain 
(21 • 1)equally spaced energy levels and the splitting between 
adjacent levels is just gjinH* The various soxirces which eont* 
ribute to the magnetic field aret 
(i) Feanai Contact interactiont The direct coupling between 
the nucleus and unpaired s-electron density leads to magnetic 
field# 
2 2 
Hs - — ^ 2 p< 2( /^  (o) * ^ns(o))> ... (1.t6) 
where s-electron density appears even in filled shells because 
unfilled *d» shell gets polarised and the interaction between 
- 10 • 
th« Bpln up polarised *d* shell and spin up s-shtll is attrac-
tivt while that tietween spin up polarised 'd* shell and spin 
22 
down s-shell is repulsire. As a result, the radial part of 
the two s»electron wave functions are different, one being 
pushed towards the auoleus and other being pulled out, Th\is 
the net s-electron spin densities appear at the nucletus and 
this establishes the ferml-contact interaction, 
<ii) Oontribution of the Qpbital Magnetic Moment t The interac-
tion operator due to electron orbital angular momentum oausing 
magnetic field at the nuoleus is 
where <l> is the orbital angular momentum, 
(iii) Dipolar Iziteraction with the Electronic Spini Ihe spin 
magnetic moment of the electron produces magnetic field at the 
nucleus. The magnetic field operator is 
Hjj • ^P^^i^ i)- ^ ..f (1,18) 
5he relative contribution of these terms depends upon the 
electronic configuration in the solid state einrlronment. Hew-
ever, most important contribution to the magnetic field la 
generally due to the ferml-contact term trtiich is usually ^ 300kG, 
and o-ttier terms being very small, for the ease of Je^"^ one 
obtains six lines correspolUllng to the magnetic splitting, for 
the l5/21^*^|l/2> transition,^ 
(e) Quadrupole JSnteraetlont Wien an atom Is placed in a regular 
exystalllne environment, it looses its spherical symmetry 
- 11 -
and the electrostatic field interacts with the atom at the 
lattice site. If the siirrounding crystal symmetry is less 
than cul)ic then electric field gradient at the lattice site 
becomes non-zero and interacts with the quadrupole moment 
of the nuclear state. As a consequence, the nuclear projec-
tion quantum number states get split partially, depending 
upon nuclear spin; namely, the first excited state of Fe^T 
nucleTis has spin 5/2, The possible energy states are + 3/2, 
jK 1/2 for a cylindrical symmet3?y in the electric field gra-
dient. In other words states remain doubly degenerate. Shis 
type of degeneracy can never be lifted completely by the eleo-
trostatio fields alone. "^  On the otherhand, the states having 
even spins may be non-degenerate under this perturbation. 
She quadrupole interaction Hamiltonian can be expressed as * "^  
Kdiere Q, q, I and'^are quadruple moment of the nucleus, field 
gradient, spin of the state under consideration and asymmetry 
parameter respectively with 
The contribution to the field gradient q at the nucleus may be 
summarised as due to 
(i) Oharges External to the Atomt The ionic charges of the 
lattice produce a field gradient at a given atomic site. 
- 12 -
(ii) Electrons Belonging to Atomt In transition Ions th« 
inner d or f shells are not completely filled and a field 
gradient is set up at the nucleus, 
(lii) Polarization of Inner Shells of the Atomt the filled 
inner shells have spherical symmetry and normally give no 
contribution to the electric field gradient. Both external 
charges outside the atom and its own unpaired electrons can 
polarize these inner shells which then will contribute to 
the field gradient at the nucleus,^^*^*^ 
The spherical symmetry is destroyed by two sources t 
(l) Valence electrons of the atom and (ii) crystalline fields; 
acting at the nuclear atom, The distortion in the electron 
charge distribution is proportional to the strength of the 
external charges, These proportionality factors are called R 
and ir«, for valence and crystalline charges respectively. 
Therefore, it becomes essential to apply a correction to the 
field gradient as 
Vz25 • (1 - R) (Yzz) Val, + (1 - r„) (7zz)cry. ... (1.20) 
k^VaaU (1 - R) (Ival.) (V2.z)val. + (1 - i^) 
X C^cry.) (Vzz) ... (i.21). 
Substituting these values in the equation we get the correct 
form ()f the expression for the quadrupole interaction. 
- 13 -
1.5 Effect Due to Single Crystals 
The Mttssbauer nucleus located in the crystalline environment 
does not have a spherically symmetric charge density of surr-
ounding electrons. The crystal structure determines the 
28 local point group symmetry at the lattice site, These 
effects cause hyperfine fields to have preferred axes. Por 
example, the electric field gradient which is a second order 
tensor, may he defined w.r.t, the preferred coordinate system 
in terms of EPG and the asymmetry parameter. Similarly the 
displacement of the Mdssbauer nucleus depends on the direc-
tion of vibration v/ithin the unit cell. Thus the recoilless 
factors are no longer isotropic. This dependence of *f' factors 
can be described in terms of the mean square displacement 
tensor. The angular distribution of the Mossbauer radiation 
in single crystals can thus be expected to deviate from the 
normal expectation even if the hyperfine electric field gra-
dient axis is knovm. The anisotropic 'f factor when aver-
aged over the polycrystalline sample will cause certain ano-
malous behaviour of relative intensities of the observed 
lines. These effects are documented under the name of 
Goldsaikii Karyagin effect ^ which is ^ tbo«* impossible to 
separate* 
The hyprerfint field determinations in single crystals require 
five independent parameters. In a Mossbauer experiment of 
angular distribution measurements using single crystals, the 
relativ# intensities of observed lines are affected, the re-
- 14 -
30 
coilless factors which are not seen for each transition, 
Therefore, it is imperative that a theory has to he formu-
lated to obtain maximtan information frcan the Mosshauer re-
sonance. It is well known in the field of optical spectro-
scopy that the polarization plays an important part in the 
investigation of matter, ITherefore, we will show in this 
thesis that such effects would also he fruitful in the Mdss-
bauer resonance. Such an attempt is described in the follow-
ing chapters III and IV, 
In this chapter w© deBcribe the Instromentation part of 
the Mdsshauer speotroacopy vAiieh has heen designed fnd fab-
ricated as a part of this research vork. Before dwelling 
an to the description of Individual units in detail, it is 
worthwhile to give a justification for selecting the oper<^ 
tion *• mode of hoth the velocity spectrcaneter and the asso-
ciated peripheries, 
2.1a I^ tethods of Heasurement 
Generally* there are two methods of ohtainiaig Messbauer 
og 
2 
spectra, one being the scatterin method and the other is 
that of the transmission method. 
in scattering esperlments either the resonant gamma rays 
oeaing out ef « de-excited nucleus or the conversion 
•ieetrens w the If^ays following the internal conversion 
are recorded as a function of the relative velocity bet-
imm. thf soTsrce and the absorber. .Oon^eting non^resonant 
processes are maeh less important in scattering es^riments 
than in transmission esq^eriments. Since the detector is 
arranged to see only the soatterer and not the source, the 
background radiation Is pirimarily due to the non-resonant 
scattering ef hii^fjr enttisr gama rays, if they are present, 
and the Ri^ r^ ftii^  sfiilt^^^ fypicfklly, the eress-p-section 
far aayleigh scatterliii i» ^ f i ^ mfi which is emrmes^-
•rdtr ef MagaOitude ^9S§»9 tl^ Oi. the eresB^seeti^n Sm 
* 16 -
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reecoiant scattering i^ich is crrtO cm for th« ease of 
14.4 K«V of the Pe*^', When tti« eeattei^is vt2?y thin and en* 
riched In the resonant miolei, the ratio of resonant to non-
resonant scattering may t>e made considerably high, therefore» 
if a MOsshauer transition is a highly internally converted 
state thim the detection of the conversion electrons or of the 
X-rays follovring internal oonvereion can enhance the signal-
to-noise ratio (defined as the difference in counting rates *on* 
and 'off resonance divided by the ooiinting rate »off* the 
resonance).^' 
Scattering experiments to date have used both cylindrical as 
« U »s linear g.o»»trl«.'2-" Ih. cylli.a.rioal g.««try 
Offers the advantage of large solid angles withoat affecting 
the velocity resolution. Since the counting rate depends on 
the product of the two solid angles describing the firaction 
of scattered radiation seen by the detector and, therefore, 
the large solid angles are vexy advantageous« fhe disadvantage 
is the inferior angular resolution and thus the scattering 
method is not practical fer the angular ^ polarization 
measurei^nt s • ^* 
The other Aisadvantages are obvious toot (i) carefiil attend 
tian is to be paid to geometry and shielding, (ii) desiri^iiity 
of high source intensity since counting rate is lev due to 
finite solid angle effeets*^ 
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In the transmission geometry the gamma ray intensity, in 
the region of desired photo peak, transmitted through the 
alssorher is measured, The quality factor in this geometry 
is M « (Boo - No)/(Hi» - Hij) where Foois the counting rate 
in the absence of resonant absorption. N© the counting 
rate in the presence of maximum resonant absorption, and 
Kb the background due to various factors contributing to 
the detection system, Thus the quality factor M is just a 
ratio and independent of all experimental parameters such as 
source intensity, counting time and geometry etc,,. In a 
reasonable experiment M varies from 0.01 to 0,7 or even more 
in few cases. 
One of the problems in transmission and scattering experi-
ments is to measure or to estimate the background count rate 
Nh, In transmission experiments, some of the scattered gamma 
rays always reach the detector alongwith the transmitted ra-
diation. The Fb can roughly be estimated by observing the 
pulse height spectrum in the region of the gamma ray photo-
peak. In scattering experiments the low counting rates usually 
render this procedure impracticable. If resonant scattering 
is to be separated out from non-resonant scattering, the sim-
plest way is to prevent resonant scattering by moving the 
source with high velocity relative to the scatterer; only the 
resonant scattering is suppressed and the observed counting 
rate should correspond, in principle, to all other processes 
giving rise to N^), 
- 18 • 
Scattering experiments are useful for surface analysis, 
for very thick absorbers and small Mossbauer effects due 
to low *f* factors whereas transmission technique is use-
ful for determining hyperfine field parameters v^ iich de-
pend on the line separations and shifts, for thin absorbers 
and for hyperfine-field-princip^ -axes determiration In 
single crystals, 
2.l2b Mode of Operation 
The Hdssbauer velocity spcctr<»neter may be fabricated to 
conform to the available data acquisition and storage de-
vices. Generallyj the constant velocity mode and the constant 
35 36 37 
acceleration * '"^  mode are used extensively to record the 
H6ssbauer spectrum. 
In a constant velocity mode the data is recorded for a preset 
time and the velocity increment is made for the next data 
point. In this way the spectrum can be scanned for the de-
sired velocity range, The chief merit of this method is the 
desired portion of the spectrum can be scanned to the desired 
accuracy. However, the long term instabilities in the pulse 
height selection system lead to the distorted line shapes 
which resiat in spurious shifts of the spectrum which may be 
very well interpreted as isomer shifts. However, this tech-
nique does not involve elaborate data recording equipment. 
In the constant acceleration*^ '"^ ^ mode source or absorber is 
made to pass through all the velocity intervals required to 
obtain the spectrum in a short interval time/^50 ms, The 
process is repeated until the spectrum is obtained to the 
- 19 -
required statistical acciiracy. This method necessiates 
the use of a multichannel analyzer or a data storage 
devices like a small electronic computer. Any demerit 
existing in other modes of operation is. very well taken 
care off in the constant acceleration method. Therefore 
we have designed a velocity derive system which operates 
in the constant acceleration mode. The details of this 
drive and electronic circuits which are designed and fab-
ricated for the purpose are given in the following para-
graphs. 
2,2 Velocity Drive Systems 
Two kinds of drive systems are used in the Mbsshauer spec-
troscopy! constant velocity drive end constant acceleration 
drive. All these drives are either mechanical or electro-
mechanical in their operation. Electromechanical drives 
are aminable to servo control system. Therefore, we have 
designed a system suitable for any kind of velocity drive 
system with minimal changes in erfcemal circuits. The 
basic principle of the system is the following. There are 
two coils, one is the drive coil and another one is the 
pick-up. The colls are attached to a rod and placed in a 
permanent magnetic field. Whenever a current is Impressed 
on one of the coils, force will be generated and thus the 
entire cell frame moves. As a consequence, an Induced 
e,ffi.f, will develope in the coils attached rigidly to the 
same tod. The e,m,f, developed in the second coil vfeich is 
te3?i8it m pick-up ceil, is proportional to the velocity 
- 20 * 
and this signal can be used for the control application 
in the velocity servo system design. 
For the generation of constant magnetic field we have used 
Alnlco Iron shaped into the design whose form is given in 
the Pig-2.1. Magnet Iron is j^ust the soft iron shaped into 
the desired forms to produce a constant magnetic field in 
the region where the coils are made to move. The drive or 
pick-^p colls are wound on anepoxy ftame which is rigid and 
light in weight, Ihe drive coil is a gauge-23 copper wire 
having 200 turns giving the resistance c^ iJO-^ ., The pick-up 
coil is made from gauge*35 enamelled copper wire having 1800 
turns. The coil frame is attached to a brass threaded^rod 
of 1/8'* diameter which is held fixed between the magnets 
freely and held in its position by 10 mil beryllium copper 
circular frames. These frames are fixed to an aluminium 
cylinder, rigidly. Care needs to be taken to have free 
vibrational motion vdien all parts are assembled. This is an 
important aspect in the design of the velocity drive. Consi-
der the velocity signal in the form of a saw tooth shape 
applied to the drive coll. The response of the spectrometer 
to this signal as detected from the pick-up coil, will not be 
a ramp signal for the response function of the drive system 
to different frequencies is not linear. There is a mechani-
cal resonance oocuring around 18 H25 and electrical resonance 
at ^ 3 kHz, In the feedback operation the high frequency 
50WC 
resonance is a trouble/factor. Therefore we tried to optimise 
the design in such a way that the difference between the two 
is 
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resonances Is made as large as possible. There is no clear-
cut way of increasing this difference but trial and error 
and experience in working with the system is the only useful 
principle in the design of spectrometers. We have designed 
the copper-be^rylliiM disks to give the mechanical resonance 
at 20 Hz, The details of these disks may be seen ii:iPig-2,1, 
This is convenient frequency to have the drive system operated 
between 12 to 18 Hz. Instead of copper berylliium sheet for 
making disks one can also use 10 mil thick tempered enamalled 
aluminium sheet. These are available from the venetiam blind 
window cujrfcain makers of Technocrat Estate i Industrial area, 
Balanagar near Hyderabad. 
It would be hard for the drive system to follow the staircase 
output of x-signal used as a reference source. Several methods 
have been used to smooth this signal.^ *^ All these methods 
involve external electronic circuitry. However, we found that 
the use of a PET source follower serves this function effect-
ively without the need for an external circuitry. Since the 
PET has large input impedance, the external capacities and 
resistances are so chosen that it gives a gradual fall to the 
signal instead of a sharp fall of the ramp input signal. The 
staircase discontinuities are also integrated out in the same 
circuit. Such a circuit is given in l'ig-2.2. Input and output 
relation^are also shown in the figure. The slope adjustment 
is made in such a way that the velocity return from large nega-
tive to large positive should be smooth with optimal useful 
data channels. 
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The details of the actual velocity servo system which works 
in the constant acceleration mode are given in Fig-2,3. A 
reference signal of 'slanted* saw-tooth shape obtained after 
the source follower circuit is applied to the circuit Pig-2.3a 
whereupon it is amplified and fed to the drive coil of the 
system, The corresponding e.m,f« is generated in the pick-up 
which is fed to an operational amplifier through the emitter 
follower. The pick-up voltage is compared with the reference 
signal at input of operational amplifier A2, Difference of 
the reference signal and the pick-up voltage is amplified and 
fed back to the drive coil. Thus, pick-up voltage attains the 
same shape as that of the reference signal and the velocity 
thus offered by the drive system will be proportional to the 
reference voltage. It may be noted that the feedback is to be 
maintained as negative for aVL frequencies of the reference 
signal otherwise oscillations will start if the conditions are 
not proper.^ The error amplification part of the circuit is 
shown in J'ig-2,4. The adjustable resistance R controls the 
current gain. The double emitter follower provides low output 
impedance. Transistors AC125,AC127 and AG132 which are of the 
BEL make are used for the power amplification section, R-f and 
i^ resistors are hand made using nicr<Mne wire wound on mica. 
The output impedance of the circuit iB~30/ito match the impe-
dance of the drive coil. In Fig-2,5 various circuit parameters 
are given in a graphical form useful for driving loads of diff-
erent impedances. This section of the circuit requires cooling. 
In mounting the cooling fan care should be taken to avoid the 
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electrical noise generated \>y the motor of the fan, The 
feedback capacitor of O.lfJLf and resistance of 281c suppress 
the high frequency gain. 3?he 04- capacitor in Pig*2,4 pro-
tects the power amplification section since d.c, imbalances 
in operational exaplif iers drive the output to supply voltages. 
In controlling the gain with R care is taken to avoid the 
Hz 
oscillations of frequencyc::f3k;rv*iich becane self sustaining 
in the feedback system at high gains. 
Thus our Mossbauer drive imparts constant acceleration to 
the source and the motion of the source is a parabola during 
each cycle of operation, There is a one to one correspondence 
between the channel number and the velocity increments obta-
ined through the X-output used as a reference signal. We 
have also fabricated an electronic circuit for modulating the 
detector pulses with the velocity signal. These pulses were 
fed to the multichannel analyzer for pulse hei^t analysis. 
However, Mdssbauer opectrum was not very satisfactory. This 
method, however, is inferior to the MCS mode of operation 
which is adopted for this dessertation work. 
In the constant acceleration mode the time spent by the drive 
should be same in each velocity interval. When the multi-
channel analyzer operated in the multiscale mode of operation 
there is a staircase output available for displaying the 
memory contents. We have used the X-output of the multichannel 
analyzer ND-1100 series made by Nuclear Data Incorporated, 
U.b,A, 
2.3 Detector 
Three types of detectors are used in the Mdssbauer spectroscopy 
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-the proportional counter, the scintillation counter and 
the solid Btate detector. "^  The proportional counters are 
generally used for low energy gamma ray detection In the 
range 1 to 20 keV and this type of counter , used a 
2 mm thick Na I(T1) vdth 2*' diameter crystal iKhich was 
mounted onto a RGA photo-*ffultiplier - 6910 with the help of 
danadabalsuffl, TMB crystal was purchased £rom the Bhahha 
Atomic Besearch Centre (BARC), Btanbay, This was the thinnest 
crystal we could obtain. A thin black tape was wraped around 
the photo-tube to avoid leakage of li^t, 
Thickness of the Hal crystal plays an Important role in de-
tecting the radiation. If we had used a thinner crystal of 
0,2 mm thickness instead of a 2 mm one we could have better 
energy resolution and hence the efficiency of the detector 
would have increased and the ma^or contribution In the detected 
counts would have been due to 14.4 ke? gamma radiation. 
2,4 Source 
source decays to the excited states of Pe^ *^ , The ex-
cited states of Pe^^ nucleus decay to the ground state giv-
ing rise to 14,4 keV, 122 keY and 136 keV gamma rays. 14.4 
keV gamma ray is the only useful Mbssbautr radiation.*^ The 
embatled gamma ray spectrum using the detector described In 
Art, 2,3 is shown in Pig-2,6, In this detection system it 
was Impossible to locate the photo peak of the 14.4 keV. 
However, by using a sheet of iroa as an obsw^ber we obtained 
gamma ray spectrum which is also shown in Flg-2.0. The «»i«* 
ectlve absorption In the lew energy side of the spectrum 
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was Identified as due to the 14.4 IceV gamma ray, Aa we 
do not have any other means of checking the calihration 
of the gaiama ray spectrum, we hare set the single channel 
analyzer in the region suspected to he of the 14.4 keV, 
With this selection we have performed Mosshauer absorption 
experiment• 
To obtain ideal experimental line widths the source support-
ing material cannot he of magnetic nature. Further, the 
lattice site where Co^^ is to he located must approach as 
far as possible to cuhic syranetry in order to avoid residual 
electric field gradient-quadrupole splitting, 
57 Keeping in view the said conditions, we have used Co 
diffused into a copper matrix which is mounted on a hrass 
source holder lohioh is tightly attached to the velocity 
drive. The mechanical details of the source holder are 
given in Pig-2.7. The source of 1,8 mCi strength w ^ pro-
cured from the BAIIO, Tromhay, Bombay in 1972. Our efforts 
to get this source again since early 1975 have not been 
successful. 
2.5 Calibration of the Spectrometer 
Absorberst (i) ^ 0203 sample* We used Pe^ '^ 2 03(90 % enrich-
ment) obtained from Oak Ridge National Laboratory of U.S«A, 
We mixed it with a non-reactive organic compound such as 
anthracene and out of this mixture we picked out 50 mg 
57 
containing about 2 to 3 mg of fe''^  2^3 and placed this 
powder into a perspex holder of appropriate size. The 
diagram of the absorber holder is given in Iig-2,7. 
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(11) PeS04 sampleJ We took a finely powdered FeS04 of 
50 mg (Merkgrade) such, that percentage of Pe*^ ' remains 
almost constant in each sample and then it is packed In a 
perspex holder in such a way that it should have uniform 
thickness, 
The Mdssbauer spectrum was obtained using the geometry and 
the electronic data acquisition system as shown in Pig-2.8. 
The Pig-2»9 is a spectrum of PeaOj absorber which has hyper-
fine splitting and hence we obtain six line spectrum which is 
the first spectrum obtained with the spectrometer in our 
laboratory, 9?aking the standard values for the separation 
of the lines we have plotted a graph between the velocity of 
each line TT/s corresponding channel number, Pig-2.10 
gives such a curve displaying a reasonable linearity of the 
spectrometer. By determining isomer shift we can find exact 
velocity corresponding to each line position, 
Plg-2,9 is the spectrum of PeS04. Having known guadxupole 
splitting from a standard reference, we determine channel 
width in teims of velocity and find the linewidth at half 
maximum which comes out to be 0,22 mm/sec. The best widths 
obtained so far are not better than this and twice the 
natural line width: being only 0,19 mm/s. This shows that 
our spectrometer design has been a satisfactory one. 
In the following chapters we deal with certain theoretical 
aspects vflilch are of prim© Importance in the application of 
Mossbauer resonance to the nuclear hyperfine field parametei^ 
determination in single crystals. 
CHAPTER-III 
ANGULAR DISTRIBUTION OP M1 AND E2 MOSSBAUER RBDIATION 
The asymmetry in the Electric Field Gradient (EPG) acting 
at the nucleus leads to the admixture of nuclear pro;Jection 
quantum numlDer states. This causes the hyperfine field 
parameter dependent polariaation and angular distribution 
of the Mosshauer Radiation, The angular distribution of 
the Mossbauer radiation has been calculated by several 
authors" for the case of PeS^ but no such effort 8ee,»s to 
exist for the quadrupole transition, A semiclassical radia-
tion theory with a direction cosine method has been used by 
P, Zory in the calculation of the angular distribution of 
Ml radiation, A cartesian coordinate transformation technl-
49 que^ "^  has been used for the transformation of the angular 
distribution function from the Principal Axis System (PAS) 
to the Crystal Axis Systwn (CAS), a complex-vector algebraic 
method has also been utilized^ in calculating the polariza-
tion of the Mossbauer radiation. However, these methods are 
probabilitlngly difficult for adopting to an arbitrary multi-
pole transition involving angular and polarization distribu-
tion measurements. Therefore, for quantitative estimates we 
have made use of the rotation D-matrix formalism which is 
elegant and contains certain symmetries leading to clear 
understanding of physical measurements, 
3.1 Theory 
The transition probability for an emission or absorption 
- 28 « 
process Involving the single photon depends on the inter-
action energy H* ohtained hy the scalar product J, S of 
the cixrrent density J of the sources and the vector pot-
ential A of the electroma^etic field. Since the inter-
ao] 
52 
t 
action energy is a zero rank tensor, the H must be 
eaqpressihle in the form given as" 
.1 H*= 1*%^ Z^ (-1)=^  iU""" T,°^ (N) ..• (3,1) 
l=oi m«=-l ^ -^ 
where T^{lf) is a tensor of rank 1 in the coordinates of 
the nucleus and related to its multipole moments. The 
tensor A^ '^'^  refers to the radiation field which could "be 
obtained from the multipole solutions of the Maxwell's 
electromagnetic field equation. 
In the Mossbauer resonance when the decaying nucleus is 
located in a noncubio crystalline environment, the naclear 
hyperfine interactions will admix the projection quantum 
number states of specified nuclear angular momentum state , 
The initial state li> of the nucleus having the angular 
momentum I^ and other quntum numbers Ti can be represented 
as 
|i> » I a^^ \fi, li, mi> ,.. (3,2) 
mi mi 
li 
where B^^'O are the admixture amplitudes. Similarly the 
final state of the nucleus is 
|f> *" J / S l'^ » ^f* '^^^ ••• ^^ '5) 
- 29 -
II If 
where a^ j and hzt could, in principle, te obtainable from 
diagonalization of the hyperfine interaction hamiltonian. 
In the radiative nuclear transition the posoible multipole 
radiations generally encountered in the Hossbauer resonance 
are of dipole and quadrupole character.^ The nature of the 
electric or magnetic transition radiation is contained in 
the definition of A^, Hence, the H* £ov the nuclear radia-
tive transition is 
H' . b, r ' (-1)«f" i f * b, z-2(-i A « i f . . . (5.4). 
The transition probability for the nucleus to decay from 
state |1> to the state jf> is proportional to the square of 
the matrix element <f JH }i>. The intensity of radiation 
in a given direction n can easily be computed using Eqs,3#2, 
3*3, 3.4 and it is proportional to the e3i5>resslon given by 
the Eq.3.5 
mLrii mf ,mt "^ ^ ^ T»* "^ |M,H' ^ml -M mtj 
\ml -M mf/ * • m,m' Imi -m mf/ 
\i»l -m mf/ ^  *= m,M \ml -M mfy 
-tt mf ^ V ^ ... (3.5). 
The nuclear quadrupole moment Q of a given state interacts 
with the electric field gradient *q' produced by the siMEround-
ing electron cloud. The interaction hamiltonian expressed 
- 30 -
in the principle axee system of the EFG tensor is given 
24 
H^ « ^ 1(^1 ^  ^ ^  [ 51^ - I (I + 1) + ^ (I^ + ll)J ... (3.6) 
where V is the EF6 asymmetry parameter. Since the H Q « E -^  
the energy of the MSssbauer transition, the first order per-
turbation theory is sufficient for the evaluation of ampli* 
li If tudes a^ and h *, 
3.2 Application to Dipole Radiation-M1 
Consider the case of Ml radiation in the transition 3/2 -1/2 
of an iron nucleus. The electric field gradient, produced 
by the ions and electrons surrounding the nucleus, interacts 
with the quadrupole moment of the first excited state of the 
nucleus (spin 3/2), As a conse<iuence the states get split 
up and these new states are admixture of various m«substates, 
For spin 3/2, there are four possible substates and the inter-
action matrix referred to Eq.3.6 is given as 
\ m j 
miX 
3/2 
1/2 
.4/2 
-3/2 
3/2 
A 
0 
B 
0 
1/2 
0 
-A 
0 
B 
-1/2 
B 
0 
-A 
0 
-3/2 
0 
B 
0 
A 
2 
with A=-~r3S— and 
vdiich on diagonaliaation gives doubly degenerate eigen values 
> + - ^ A I/TT'ISTJZ and substituting B « A ^/fT" we obtain 
:\+ * ± AV1 + tV?. 3?h© eigen functions for ^ * are 
|3/2>-a^|3/2>+ agl * 1/2> 
- 31 -
. . . (3.7) 
|-3/2>-a2|l/2> + a^I-3/2 > 
and for ^^ are 
|1/2>-^(1/2> -a2{-3/2> 
| -1/2>-- . a2l3/2> + a^!-1/2> 
v^ere 
a^-(l4.1/T 4. ^ 2 / 5 7 ^ (1 + / r r ^ ) 2 ^^iV^ and 
a2»( 'Z/ f3)/ t (1 + Vl •^^2/3)2 • if^^ ^3 3^ 
(a) Angular Dlstrlbutlont In order to get Intensity of the 
different M6ssl>auer lines vre need to evaluate matrix ele-
ments for each transition and square of the total transition 
amplitude should give the radiation intensity, SJhus the 
matrix elements sxe <t\n^\±> where ji> is expressed hy Eq.3.7 
and (f> is I H^  l/2>. The H^ may be obtained for Mt radia-
tion by substituting bj, « 0 in the expression (3.4)» ^^® 
±3/2 
±1/2 
drl/2. 
4^ 
l2 
intensity of the •first* Md'ssbauer line comes out to be 
AJ m -ijw^ sin©[8ln0x - cos4>yj and 
4^4m [°°^®^^ ± iy) - Bine e^^^a],55 ,.. (3.8) 
Substituting for the vector potentials A^ and A^ in the 
above expression, the intensity of the Hossbauer lines a3:e 
shewn to be 
(si ® 
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I^ o<'(2a^  + 1 ) (1 + 008^0) + 4'a|eln^0+2V3aja2®in^ecos20, 
l2 0<(2e|++ 1) (1 * coB^Q) + 44sin^0-2f3a^a2Sln^ecos2^ 
and their ratio is given by 
(2a| 4- 1)(1 • oos^e)Ha|sin^e^2V!?a^e^fl^^eooa2gf , . 
(2a| + 1)(1 + ooB2e)Ha|sia2e-2V"3a|a2Sin'^eco82^ 
^ich agrees with earlier results, •***^ 
(^ ) Principal Axis fransformalriQiit Ihe abor© intensity 
ratio for M1 radiation is Talid in the prineipal axis system 
but observations are made in the body fixed axis system. 
Therefore, it becomes essential to correlate the two syBtems 
so that measurements in one system can be transferred to 
other. In order to bring about a relation between the two 
systems we utilize rotation matrices.^ In order to apply 
the rotation D-matrix method we need to express numerator 
in terms of spherical harmonics, She rotation operator 
R'(a»P,y) operating on spherical harmonies I^(©,0) gires^^ 
where 6 and 0 are polar angles specifying direction of the 
out coming garana ray in the principal axis system and 9 
and 0^ specify the same direction in the crystal axis 
system, a, ^ and 7 are the usual Baler angles specifying 
the rotation from one system to the other aa shown in Pig-3*1« 
Sine* the numerator of the Eq. 3.9 is 
- 5 3 -
and the denominator is 
the rotation may "be carried out in the following wayi 
After making proper substitution for 1>B* from Appendix-I 
the numerator becomee 
X ooB2a-^^ • (1'K>os^e^)(1-cos^P)oo«2/a^tig/yH • m^a^/fiZ sln^e^ 
• ( ^ 4. ^  - -Y|2S>)sin^e^sin^p+8ia2e^Binp [^T* * X^®®"^*^o**°®^ 
• {«^p2/yi2)|(1-cos^)oo8a-a7'-iZfg - (1 +oosp)oosa+2r-)J T U ^o«^0^ 
2 sin^Pd+oosaof^^) -^in^e^oos^p - •^in2e^Bin2pooBct^Q 
. . . (5.11) 
and the denominator ie o o 
( 1 * o o . \ ) ( | . * f ) ( I t 2 § ^ ) « l n 2 e „ 4 * ^ ) (2=2|^) 
2 2 
• ^^)aijB?Q^9ix?^ * ein20^oiap | ( i . • ^)ooB2»5^coap- ^^ 
XJ (1-co»p)oo«ot-e/'-^^+(l •oo»p)oo»a*2H^Q\T • JLeoa^e j^Oin^p 
^ 2i? a^  _ 
X (1«Hso«2a-|?Q)4 -^in^e^oe»^p- •5^in2| sinapooio-^^.* ...^ (3^12) 
As a special oast when the quantization axis coincides with 
each other of the two systems we obtain for the numerator 
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2 2 2 
and for the denominator as 
2 2 2 
(-^ +-|1)(l+cos^e^)« ^^^ln^egCos2a-y-i2J^+-|lsln2e^ 
... (3.15) 
(o) Symmetry Oonslderatioasi It is adTantageous to investi-
gate the effect of operations like rotation and reflection 
symmetries on the angular distribution intensity of the 
transitions defined by B(i.3.9. It is invarient under the 
transformations Q-*T^B,0'^ and w-J^  which means that the 
measurements of the angular distribution with 0^Q^%/2 atiA 
0^0^%/Z is sufficient to give the complete description of 
the angular distribution, This application of the symmetry 
consideration in the crystal axis will be very advantageous 
for this would reduce number of observations. Consideration 
of these symmetries in the cryBtal field axis system when 
the 2-axis of the two systems coincide limits the observa-
tion to 0^e^^V2 and 0$J?^^«, The number of hyperfine field 
parameters determinable from the eacperiment will reduce to 
three, i.e., <i,wand a*/, 
3.3 Application to Quadrupole Radiation-E2 
In this section we intend to extend the general formalism to 
the angular distribution of the Hosabauer quadrupole radiation, 
There are large number of nuclei which decay to ground states 
with E2 transition giving recoil free quadrupole radiations. 
The field gradient produced by the atomic electrons out side 
the nucleus interacts with the nuclear quadrupole moment. If 
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an excited state has spin I» the m-quantum states will 
he 21 + t. In the present case we have considered an 
excited state of 2 and therefore total numher of states 
are five. In order to get eigen-functions and eigen-
values of the new states we set up an interaction matrix 
which on diagonalization gives eigen functions and eigen 
values. That interaction matrix may be given as 
X mj 
m j \ ^ 
2 
1 
0 
-1 
- « 
2 
-6A 
0 
6A 
0 
0 
1 
0 
-3A 
0 
3A 
0 
0 
6A 
0 
-6A 
0 
6A 
-1 
0 
3A 
0 
-3A 
0 
-2 
0 
0 
6A 
0 
6A 
where all the constants have their usual meanings as de-
fined in the preceCding section. 
The eigen functions and eigen values are 
1) |2>-b^ |2>+h2 l0>+b^ * j-2> 
2) | -2>- -Y | - |2> + ^ J - 2 > 
3) |-1>-Y|-M> + 'y^l-1> 
4) |1>—^|1>+Y2-H> 
5) |0>v-b5|2>+b^|0>-b3J-2> 
where 
b^* '" ' . •~-
^4l2+12-12Vi+*[2/3 
6£fufy3 
6A 
-SAd-'^) 
-3A(l+»2) 
I ^: 
j2>|^2^-,2«i2l/lnV5 
j4l2^12-12^U't^/3 
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1 
V4-'T.^ +i2+i2frrf/3 
A I jg I «l I « r i ^ * (3.U). 
GroTind state of the nucleus is unperturbed since it is assumed 
to have spin 0*. Iiet us recall the interaction Hr defined by 
Eq,3.5 in which we substitute 6^ »0 for our particular case. 
We can calculate the matrix for each radiation and the transi-
tion matrix elements are 
' 2 • 2 >0\ 
<2|Hr|C»- .-2 .2, 
a -2 
2 2 
(Ag 4A2)*b2 
0\ 
0; 
0 
A2 <2||a)||o> 
-2 2 Oy 
2^ 2 0 
(^^'^)<2\\'S\\0> <-2JHr|0>-^( " 
<-1 |Hr|0>-*- YJ- r ^ "") ^ *2^ *4^ )<211^ 110> 
(2 2 0\ 
<0|Hr{0>-
0> 
.2 -2 
0\ « « /2 
A <2||T|l0> 
which on squaring give intensity for each Mossbauer line. 
Dropping the common constant from all the transition elements 
we get the following expressions for the intensity of each line 
as 
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where A^^, k^ ^^ ^2 are 
Xcosee^^^z] 
A^= -J&|0in0cose fsliijSx-'COB^ 1 . . . (3.16) 
I [AJ' '±A^"'] f» •^|(1-3cos^0+4cQS^6)i(4cos^e-1)sin^ecos2ilj] 
1 1 4 ^ - } i ' - |^[Bin2ecoB2e.3in^6Bin220] 
I [4^-A^^] |^--|5j[sin^ecos^0+sin^eooB22j2J] 
Re. |4^*i5^| |A^|«- |^/ |^ ln^0cos^0(sl i i2i2J-oos20) . . . (3.16)* 
Subs t i tu t ing these values in the ahove eaqiressions for in ten-
s i t i e s , we get 
^1 ^"in^ rsin^0cos^©+sin*esln^20| +b| (^ )s in20cos^0 
+2b^b2(|^)l^in26oos20(-cos20)=ikA . . . (3.17) 
(|5j)[sin20cos^0+sin*acos^2^]sAB . . . (3.18) 
(:j |5j)r(1-3cos^0*4co8^0)*(*cFe%:TJiin^§cM2^ . . . (3.19) 
(ty|^) r(t-3coe^e+4ooaS)-(4cos^e-1 )ein20coa20]5A3) . . . (3.20) 
bj( | ; j ) (s in^0cos^0+sin*0sin^2^)+b|(-^)sin^0co8^0 
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+2l)jb^(-^)Y-|-6in^eoos^9cos2^AE . . . (3.21) 
and the Intensity ra t ios are 
R1 aAA/AB«2 [b | (sin^eco8^e+sln^esin^20)+b| (5/2 )sin^ecos^e 
-2€W|a2V(3/2)sin^eco0 eco82}Zr|/(sin eooB e+sin*Gcoa20) 
. . . (3.22) 
R2«AC/iffl- [(1-.3oos^e-»4oos*e)+(4ooB^^1 )Bii?eooB20}/{2 (sin^e 
26os^e*sin*eoos^2^)] . . . (5.25) 
R3«AJ)/AB» [(1-3coB^e+4ooB^e)-(4« 00^0-1 )sin^ecos2jlO/[2 (sin^e 
Xcos^e-»'Sin*ecoB^2iZf)] • . . (3.24-) 
H4SAE/AB-.2 [b| (siii^eoos^9^-si3!i*esin^2i2J)+b|(3/2 )sin^eoos^0 
•2bjb^V'(3/2)sln^ecos^8cos2|(|/(s±n^eooB^0+sin^0cos^2;^) 
. . . (5.25) 
a?hese expressions for intensity ratios enable U B to obtain 
hyperfine field parameters in single crystals. 
5.4 Transformation of the System 
The abore results hare been obtained in the principal axis 
system. Now we would like to transform these expressions 
from principal axes system to the body fixed crystal axes 
system so that we may be able to make direct connection bet-
ween the measurements in the body fixed axes system and hyper-
fine field defined w.r.t. PAS. In order to achieve this, we 
first change each intensity expression into I^'s. This makes 
easier to apply D-matrices to Y^'s as 
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- 5F-<*?*'^|) St-+»«;o^*-7-i^1*2 C 2 < ^ ' . 2 < - 2 ) ^ ' 
• TIJ/Ifit2'^'.0^* ife] ...(5.26) 
^ it2('^;2*I^;-2)^]-^ ... (3.28) 
"^^^llAo<-l^W St4<.2<-2)^ ' 
4llst2('^;2<-2><|^ •••^ '•^ '> 
^ it4(<'.2<-2)<- 5Wn ft,*'"') SU^'B'.O'^' 
-^*3t SL2('^'.2<-2>^'+feilz;^%D^'oYa"+3H]- <'-'°> 
After substituting appropriate values of D-Hatrices from 
Appendix-I we obtain intensity ratios in the crystal fixed 
axis system. 
3,5 Discussion 
(a) Sipole Radiation! Expression for the intensity ratio 
for the two lines of * -• i has been derived and some numerical 
analysis has been carried out with the help of the IBM-1130 
cenputer* We have generated few ctirves for different values 
of 6, 0, a, p andy. We note in the principal axis system 
3 
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(a « p « 0^  « 0) the Intenaity ratio does not chazig* nzuch 
with 8 and 0 but it shows sufficient change with the asy^ 
mmetiy parameter as shown in Fig-3.2,' Tufhen we look at the 
intensity ratios in the rotated frame of reference (body fixed 
axes, Pig-5,1) it hehajres in a different manner as it is 
obTious from the curves ?le-5.3 and 5.4» 
(b) Qaadrupole Radiationt*" in the case of 2* •• 0* the total 
rnamber of transitions are five and hence foTar intensity ratios 
aare possible. We find that the intensity ratios of two transi-
tions are strong functions of the asymmetry partocoeter ^ , G and 
p» A slight change in 0 causes large variation in the shape 
of curves as shown in 5'ig-3,5. From these results it may be 
concluded that hyperfine field parameters can be determined 
accurately by making measurements at the convenient values of 
@ and 0, 
CHAPTER-IT 
POLARIZATKH 
In the preceding chapter it was shown that the naolear 
quadrupole moment interacts with the field gre^ient at the 
nucleus and it leads to the admiture of m-projection quan-
tum nxunber states. The Mosshauer radiation measurements 
of angular and polarization distribution of a particular 
energy should give hyperfine field parameters. The measur-
ement of the degree of polarization in the radiation emitted 
from a single crystal has scane unique features | complications 
CO 
due to anisotropic Dehye-Waller factors'^ which always aff-
ect the angular distribution of the Mossbauer radiation in 
single crystals, will be absent. It is almost Jjnpossible 
to separate the hyperfine field parameters from unavoidable 
crystal orientation dependent Debye-Waller factors if one 
is to measure only the angular distributions. These compli-
cations do not exist in polarization measurements. There-
fore, the polarization determination has several advantages 
over the angular distribution measurements. The results 
obtained with polarization measurements also pave the way 
for the determination of mean square displacement tensors 
in single crystals. 
An attempt has been made by Houseley et i|l^  to understand 
the polarization effects in Mossbauer absorption or emission 
of M1 radiation in single crystals. These authors have con-
sidered the special case in iidiich the principal axis system 
of the 'Efd tensor coincides with crystal fixed axis system. 
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Ihe restriction severly limits the application of the 
results to a particular class of substances and limited 
only to the Ml radiation. However, the principal axis 
system of the EPG tensor has no a priority relation to 
the crystal axis system^ Therefore, it is imperatiTe that 
proper calculations become essential to understand the pol-
arization measurements, 
4,1 Oharacterization of Polarization 
fhere are two well established methods for calculating pol-
arization of the electromagnetic radiation, Ihe Stoke*0 
method is ideally suited when the measurements allow the 
determination of the relative phase of the electric field 
vector, which are orthogonal at a given point, specifying 
the .lectroeagnetlo ri^iatlon.eo This method Is applloabl. 
in the optical spectroscopic region but certainly is not so 
for the gamma radiation, A suitable method, therefore, would 
be the determination of the degree of polarization using 
density matrix formalism, * In the determination of pol§-» 
rization it is essential that we should consider the coherent 
properties of the radiation; the coherence in this context is 
to be interpreted as that property which retains degree of 
polarizatieia of the electrcmagnetic wave as it is propagated 
in space from the source to the detector. The Mossbauer ra-
diation,^the several cases, is highly coherent and the cohe-
rent time is of the order of nuclear life time and hence the 
radiation is propagated from source to detector without the 
ehangt in polarization. For example, the coherent length 
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would t>e~30 meters for F**^ ' 14.4keV Mossbauer radiation 
and it is ^ 3 cm for lOOkeV of w"*^ .^ 
In the following we give the calculation of polarization 
observable in the single crystal Hbssbauer resonance, 
4.2 Polarization of the Magnetic Dipole Radiation 
In the presence of Idaown degeneracy due to nuclear quadru-
pole interaction the degree of polarization of the M6ssbauer 
gamma rays is no longer unity. The electric field of the 
electrom^netio radiation emitted in the M1 transition for a 
given nuclear spin sequence can readily be calculated for 
57 
each of the transitions of the Mfissbauer radiation of Pe 
in the presence of the electric quadrupole interaction vdiich 
gives a doublet spectrum. She transition amplitudes for the 
radiation as calculated in the preceding chapter are given 
(i) higher energy transition* 
0(|iA^ *^ « ^ V ^ ) for Am « 1, 
0(- ^ | ) for Am m Of 
also 
0^- f l ^ * ^ '^*1 )» Am « 1, 
G(-0A|) for Am « 0 « ... (4.1) 
and 
(ii) lm%^ •i«»gy transition 
- 4 4 -
CCffiA?) for m « -1| 
also 
0(A? JI4) for m « 0, 
Where C is a constant, depending on the reduced matrix element. 
Explicit expressions can be obtained by expressing J^ and AJ 
in terms of solutions already obtained in ohapter-lIlCsee 
Eq.3.8»). 3!hus we get, for the first line 
G(f3/16ii)[- |l|cos((x+iy)-sinG e ^ ^ aj- ^jcos0(x-iy) 
-sin© e*"^ z>u 
c[-if5/8»J h ^(siaa0 3c-cos0 y)]| 
also 
c[-r3/8ii] [- ^(slnJlJ X-COS0 y)]. 
c[r5/16n][- ^co80(x+ly).sin0 e^ ^ a}] ••' ^••'^ 
and for the second line 
0JrVl6i«][- ^{oose(x4.1^)-8ine t^^ S|* ^|cose(x-l^)-sine e""^ ^ ^|j 
c[-ir3/8«] [^ (BiailJ X-.OOS0 y)]> 
also 
o [ - i r5 /8 . ]^( . ln | ! l^<»^^)] . . . ( 4 . 4 ) 
Where x, y and Is are the unit vectoisin the direction of x, y 
and 2 respectively. The coefficients of (x • iy) and (x - iy) 
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will gire liiformation of the ri^t handed circular polariza-
tion and left handed circular polarization respectirely. The 
unit rectors x, y, ^  and ey^ , ee and e0 as shown in the Plg.4.1 
are related as 
X a e,. sinGcos^ f e0cos©cos^ - e0Bin0 
y o eY sinOeinjZJ -f eQCosOsin^ + ejjfcos0 
z ° By^ eos0 - eesine ••• (4.5) 
The radial part of matrix elements is not of importance for 
the polarization, Therefore only the coefficients of ee and 
e0 are retained and are designated as Be and "B^ respectirely. 
Since ee and e^ are unit rectors in the direction of 6 and 0 
-* A A 
and E « Ee e© + E^ e0, therefore the explicit field amplitudes 
obtained with the help of Eqs, A,3, 4.4,and 4.5 are 
-Tl/327t[or3aie^^+a2e-¥)ee-icos0(V'5aiei0-a2e-^^) ejjj, 
iaaVI/Sw sin© e0 ; 
a lso 
iaa^l/Sii s ine e0 , 
-VT732i(a2e^0+V'3ai e"^^) ee+icosey 1 /52 ii(V3ai e i ^ -aae ' ^^ )e^ . 
And for the second l i n e 
iVI/Sw ajsimO e0, 
a lso 
VT732i(aiei0-ir5a2e-^0)eei'iV1752i oose (a^e^%3a2e- i0 )e0 . 
The coef f ic ien ts of ee and e^ can he expressed in the fel low-
ing way 
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Ee—rT752i(r3a^ei^+a2e-il^) 
end 
for J3/2> - |t/2> 
Prom B© and B0 which are coefficients of ee and e0, the pola-
rization matrix for any particular transition amplitude is 
r^ 
- • 
B0,B0 
B0.1^ 
B0.B0_ 
... (4.6) 
The degree of polarization "B is defined as the ratio of the 
intensity of the polarized portion to the total intensity, i.e., 
..• (4.7) 
Xfcftt 1 -4|Pl/(PM+f22) ttot A 
where P « 1 for the monochromatic radiation since | P | « 0 
and the ware is said to be completely polarized, for P « 0 
the Ware is said to he completely \mpolarized. In all other 
cases (0<P<l)we say that the radiation is partially polarized,' 
The coherence matrix due to these amplitudes is equal to the 
sum of the coherence matrices of the indiridual wares. The 
coherence matrix by definition is 
-^ 11 -^ 12 
fE 
'21 2^2 
In our particular case of Ml radiation j^i, f^2 ••• ©"to** 
come out to be 
P^2> - jl/2>^ ^(5a?*a§*2V5aia2Cos2/!l) 
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|3/2> - | l / 2 > _ i ^ o s e 5 g ^ - | | |§a,a2SiB20. 
J3/2> - | l /2> |3/2> -* l l /2> .^  
>21 * T l 2 
|3/2> * | l / 2> -^-20 « J, 
f22 " «3l5^(3af"»-a|-2f3ata2cos20) ... (4.9). 
Similarly other matrix elementsj^^, ^ 2 etc., can be obtained, 
fhe matrix element for the first line can be written as the 
mm of all f^ -i'it i.e. 
/ ^ / / 
iBt J3/2> - jl/2> l3/2> - |-1/2> |3/2> - ll/2> J-3/2> - j-lA 
i^ ti -Pn *fli *Pii 1«i 
» Tfe(3a?+a|'»'2f3a^a2Cos2j2J) 
and similarly 
1st 
fl2 * -(irV8it)avja2 cosesin2^ 
1st 
121 " -(V'3/8iE)a^a2Cos0sin20 
1st 2 eSt 
P22 • ^ f f ; f (54+a2""2f3a|a2Cos20) + - ^ - s i n 2 e . 
Por the second l ine 
i l l * ^^5a|+a^^ZV3a^320082}^) 
I I 
f l2 " (ir5/8*)a^a2*^osesin20 
I I I I* 
^21 "^12 
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P22 «(cos^0/16«){a^*5a|+2f3a|a2OO02)ZJ)4-(a|/4ii)sln^e .•. (4»10), 
Using erpressions 4.7, 4.5 and 4.10 one can calculate degree 
of polariaatlon for each line in the principal axis system, 
4.3 Transformation of the Degree of Polarization from the 
Principal Axis System to the Crystal Field Axis System 
In the preceCding section we attempted to calculate lOae degree 
of polarization in the PAS, Since measurements are made in 
the laboratory system (body fixed axis system), therefore, it 
becomes essential to make transformation from the body fixed 
axis system to the principal axis system and rice-Tersa, 3?hus, 
if i^ is a Tector potential then undai* a general rotation R of 
A^ J - R AJ a"'* vjhich is ' ^ ' 
m 
K * y ' - ill I^'.«(-P'')^ 
Where R is the rotation operator defined by Euler rotation, 
D / (ap7) are rotation matrices and a,p,7are the Buler 
m^m of 64 
anglesyy^Pig-J.I, In a similar manner the relerant amplitudes 
transform in the following way 
/ 
for the transition |3/2> - |l/2>. Substituting the ralue of 
X, y and z in terms of e@ and ^0Q and then collecting the 
eoefficients of e6e *^^ % Q ^^ obtain 
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Eeo" 
BOo and E^ ^ can also be found for other transitions and the 
results are 
|3/2>- M /2> i 
Bee--jili^i.o •''*«'* ^^.,.0 •"'""). . 
|-3/2> - |l/2>« 
^0 ' - J ^ ^ l .0 •'^°* ^ -1 .0 •"'^'')• 
^0 • - \ ^ » « o < ^ i , o '^ "^ - ^ - 1 , 0 ''^^^^'•Mf^^o.o 
|-3/2> - |-1/2>' 
S^o • -&^^ .1* T^i ,-1 )«^<' • (TI^-I ,1* n"-i ,-1 '••^''] 
|1/2> - |1A>« 
- 5 0 -
|l/2> - 1-1/2>J 
|-1/2> - |-1/2>l 
% - - *-Mt°^^o [(- ^ 1 . 1 • ^ i ,-1 >»^''-^- ^ - 1 . 1 
|-1/2> » |1/2>| 
% - - '•Mpo^^o^i .0 •^*'° - T^»-1.0 '''•'^^•^l^^^o.o' 
The matrix elements of the coherency matrices are obtained with 
the help of Appendix-I and the resu l t s are 
JV2> - ll/2> # r a f a | , ,Ucos2e 1-oos^6_ ^—^s 
+ «2|^^1-cos^p)oos27+ -^-Ct-cos^) cosSa-r-j^^ 
• |(1*cosp)2cos2a+7-^Q|j, 
f l2 " ^ 0 - % - ^ ^^ ^^ ^^ oL^ T* * X ^ ( ' ^ f B)sla2S:^^ 
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a? aS 1 a l ^ 
- ( 3 - + ^ ) c OS ps ina-pc j + ^ ( " p ' ~ ^ ) 
X(8in©cSinpcosa-0Q-cos6QCosp)C, 
|3/2> - | l /2> * 
X cos2a-0c)+O-T4j <(1-cos^p)cofl27- J-d-cosp)^ 
X oos2 a-y-jZJQ- l ( l+cosp) cos2a+%^> 
X sin2p -|1 **• 1^ "" - ^ [ ^ G+Csiii2esinp 
X cosa-27-|2JQ - (1-KJosp)cosa+27 - ^ Q > 
l3/2> - 1-1/2> , .2 4 2 , - ^ s 
P l i *l%o^ yQln'^P(1-cos2a-.0^), 
|3/2> - | - l / 2> • a i - ^ 9 
J^2 • 21 "Oy"(slneQSin2P3ina-.|s^-cose^sln'^psln2a-0^) 
|3/2> - |-1/2> , .2 4 o ? ^ 9 p p 
P22 • 1^ 00 l - C j cos V ^ P ^^ + 0 0 0 2 0 ^ )+(>|- a|sln'^e^j 
X cos^p-(v2e 13129^81112poosa-0^« 
Thus we can find other matrix ele&onts for each transitions in 
a similar way. The coherency matrix elements for the first 
line become 
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/ 
l e t |3/2> - | l / 2> j 3 / 2 > - |-1/2> |-3/2> - | l /2> 
fl1 - Pit , * Pl1 * fl1 
|-3/2> -* |-1/2> 
2 2 2 
X<(l-co0^p)cos2'y-i- |-(1-coflp) cos2a-7-JZf^)4|.(l4.cosp)' 
2 _2 
g | 
+ ^ ( s i j i 0 ^ s i n 2 P s l i i a ^ - cose^sin^psinao-iiJ^), 
J B U I s t • 
J21 • ^ i l 2 ^ ' 
X<(1-cos p)cos2'/- |.(1-cosp)2cos2a-'y-0Q- | (1*co8p) 
• siB20-Bliap 
V 
X ( ^ • ^ )oos2a^^co0p • | ^ ^ 1 - c o s ^ ) o o s a - 2 ' / - 0 ^ 
- ( l4C03p)cosa^^y^> • ^ o o ^ e ^ s l n ^ p d + 0 0 8 2 0 ^ ) 
2 
2%> SL O O flb) 
• - ^ s i n e^ooa'^p - - ^ sin2e^siii2poo0a--0Q 
23 
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FIG. 4.4 360 OtgrM of PoUrlMtloR tii th« Crystal Ftxvd AxU SyttMR(Mt-ra4Ution). 
FIG. 4.2 ^ Degre© of Polarlz^itlon a) Jst Hn* and b)H line In the 
Principal Axis System (Ml-radiation) 
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and for the second l ine we olstsdA 
2 2 
X<<1-ooB ^)co827* jrCl-ooBp)*oOB2a-7-^Q- J-d+oosp) 
2 
X oos2a*7«-^ >• 3 B 1 B p(1-o0s2a-^ ) , 
f i f - --«^OEI * l > <^^=^)si»2s^. | ^ { ( ^ = i ^ 5 
X s i i i 2» ; ;9^ + (UooBp)2 ^ ^ ^ — ^ 1 ^ g^Q^g^p 
X W ^ 1 - K > o s p ) s i n a 4 2 7 ~ ^ - (1-cosP)slaofr^^27^| 
2 2 - . 2 -^ 
* ^Y" * ^)o«>spBJLno^ U 3-(8laieQsln2^0l2ja-^^ 
- co80^slai*p sin2a-p^) 
2md 2iLd A 
f21-<fi2>.» 
f22'- «••% [ 4 * | ) < ^ ^ - ^=2f^oB2^) 
- - ^ | l - c e 8 2 p ) o e B 2 7 -. | (1-cosp)^coB2a-7-l3Q 
2 2 
- I < l - w e B p ) ^ c o » 2 i f ^ | •BU|2Q^g^2p | ^ ^ ^ • T O ^ } 
X<(t*oeBp)oe8i^^7«^ * (1-»fCe8P)co8a^7^ > • 
X s i 3 8 ^ p ( i * o ® 8 2 ^ | * ^-p«| | i^^oo8^p - ^ s ia2e^8 iB2Poe8a^^ 
And the degree of pelaailfMll^ eK f#r heth the lines oan he iMO^u i^glet 
hy^aiag the B^, 4^1 W^4*a *e '^"^  If preient severea me*««ap«l^ 
properties associatedl nith the polax^iiatien phenomenon* 
ycoB^e^ 
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4.4 Polarizatioa of the Electric Quadrupol* Radiation 
la the case of quadrupole radiation no attempt has teen made 
to study polarization of the Mossbauer gatnma rays* In this 
section we intend to make use of the theory to determine the 
degree of polarieation for each line. However when"]/© the 
degeneracy is removed for the integer angular momentum 
nmclear states, fhus the McJsshau«r radiation is coherent 
and will have degree of polarlaation P equal to unity. 
However, when n « 0 the quadrupole degeneracy is not removed 
and hence the degree of polarization should depend only on the 
orientation of the PAS w.r.t. OfA3, therefore calculations 
are carried out for this case of B§ transition. It is to "be 
noted that removal of the degeneracy is not connected with the 
E2 transition. We have selected the even integer angular 
momentum nuclear states since they are the most common involv-
ing E2 MSssbauer transition, the transition amplitudes for 
the 2 -• 0 decay are given as 
|42> - jO>, eonett. (i| • ^^)$ 
|-2> - |0>, oonstt, {^^- A|), 
|-t> -* |0>, oonstt, {^^ • A J ) , 
|-f1> - |0>, coastt. (A^ ** - A J ) , 
jO> -• |G>| eonstt, Ag 
where Ag , Ag and i^ have a34»eaay been defined earlier (See 
Iqi. 3.16), Hew if we c*l«yt»te 5^ foad MM for each line then 
we shall be able to kave esqprtssiens for the matrix elements 
for each polarisation matr^« !£he transiti«SL considered in 
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this work has the spin sequence 2 -•0 and the EKr Interaction 
with<7»0 does not lift the m-sub level degenergcy, completely, 
Ihns, there are two incoherent 'beam* amplitudes for the two of 
three Mossbauer lines, For the \t2> •* |0> transition the radiation 
fields are (A^  * ^) and (Ag - ^ ) which in the crystal axis 
system becomes 
a(^2 ^ ^ jjj-1 . g (3^^_^ ^  3^m,2)4(e^/o> "^ defining 
/ ( I ) . 1^ 2 ^2 ±1^2 ^ .2, 
^^3) = D|,2 t I^ .^2 . 
the calculated e lect r ic f ie ld components along the e^ - and e^ ^ 
a i « o « o n a f o r . . e a . p U . u a . K ( ^ - ^ . 4 ) R - 1 a « 
BQ^ - iJ^'^Cl) - (G + iD)a^(2) and 
E^^ « ^•0'(2) • i Ka'ci) • J.B\3) - £.©'(2) ••• ^••^^^ 
vdiere 
J s -2 sine^siB20 » 
K = -sin2©Q om20^t 
L 5 V ^ sin20^, 
G « (3cos^©^*V-sia^e^oo«20^)oose^Bin0 
B m sia^e^siji2^^co8e^co80^t2sl» e^oese^sim^^, 
B 9 ^B±t?B^siJ^0^BiM0^ and 
2 2 
P e (3608^6-1»«»1» e^ee820^)c0sfiJ^, 
<9 O O C 
F 16.4.0 (a) 
90 
p i * d«fwMMC« of ftm FtolariMtlon pm-mmfr rni tlw ulMMttMl wieU^ln th* CTASfor th* 
19 30 
^^(fflOE&^$BS) 
l*2>-» IO>trMtltl«ii wli«i<<»r • 0 •iid6L»3©% 
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The eleotrlc^fleld components Bg^ and B^^ for the amplitude 
R(A^ - A | ) E are the same as of Bq. 4.11 except <©'*'is replaced 
^7 S" * IJli^ s tlie coherence matricesJand J can "be formed with 
the prescription defined by Bq. 4.6, The degree of polarization 
as defined hy Bq. 4.7 has heen calculated for the line under 
consideration and results are given in Pig-4.8(a). Similar ana-
lysis for the transition |i1> -• |0> with amplitude R ( A ^ V A 1 ) R 
gives 
®0o « l!fS%) - (0 • i»)<a^(5) and 
/ + • • • 
Jo B^^ « P<a(5) • iEo6(4) •I»a<6) -Ea8(5) ... (4.12) 
with 
-f-
^"(5) «=Df2^.^ ±^1.1 5 
rl.. A''\»*'* where p are applicable to the R(iC'- A^)R radiation amplitude, 
The degree of polarization of this line as a function of polar 
aaigles in the OAES is given in l'ig-4.8(b), The results of 
yig-4.8<a) and (h) clearly indicate that the degree of polariza-
tion is a very sensitive function of the hyperfine field para-
meters. Thus the polarization measurement can be aa effective 
toel in the Mossbauer spectroscopy. 
OHAPTBR-Y 
EXPERIMEraiAl RESUIiT AND DISCUSSlOH OF MODEL OIS-AND TMS8* 
OOMPOmiDS 
In this chapter aa attea^t is made to unrarel the struqtur^ 
effects on the spectral distriTJution of the Mossbauer radian 
tion* A particular class of isomeric oiaopounds are synthesized 
and their hyperfine field parameters are determined from the 
Mosshauer data* Jn selecting this problem certain specific 
advantage of the Hossbauer technique over the other known phy* 
sical techniques are made use of • Measurements are confined to 
room temperature studies. Attempts to obtain • reasonable-size* 
crystals have not been suocessfol, (therefore» the following 
obsexTiitions are confined to the sauries containing random 
(arientations of the small crystallites. We carried out experi-
m«atal Imrestigations cm certain cis*- and trans- compounds. It 
has also been estimated theoretically that the ratio of quadru-
pole splittings of trans- to ois- isomers mast be 2 but the 
•rapirical evidence had been that it does not h(Ad ti*a% in a 
larg. mm^»T of eaaea «5'«« AtfnptB h a « Keen •>»». to tmder-
Stand this ambiguity between theoretical and experimental results, 
5*i Isomericra 
There ere a large number of coorpounds which have got the same 
molecular foxmula but arrangement of atoms or group of atcms is 
different in each case. For example maleic acid (04 H4 ©4) and 
fumeric acid (C4 H4 04) haring the following geometrical configu-
67 
rations 'hut the chemical composition remaining the same* 
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^ ^COjH woe H 
maieic acid juvneYic add 
Hae to this arrangement of atoms their physical and chemical 
properties are someifirhat different. Isomerism may he divided 
into following pasrtst (i) optical isomerism, (li) geometrical 
isomerism, (iii) ohain isomerism, (iv) position isomerism and 
(v) funoticaaal isomerism eto«,« We are interested only in the 
geometrical isomerism vrhioh may farther he divided into two 
oategoriesf ois- isomerism and trans* isomerism. 
Pis- and trang"*" isomerismi*' The isomers in which the similar 
groups lie on the 'same side* is called the cis- isomer (Latin, 
Ois • on same side) and the other in which the similar groups 
lie on the opposite sides is called the trans- isomer (Xiatin, 
tran0 • across). Oomparison of the physical properties of 
geometrical isomers of known conf igorations leads to the follow-
ing generalisation! 
(a) The melting point and Intensity of ahsorption (IE, UV) of 
the Cis-* isomer are lower than those of the trans* 
(b) The hoiUng point, soluhility, heat of hydrogtnation, 
viscosity and dipole moment of the Ois* isomer are greater 
than those of trans* 
Thus in general, the above physical properties may he used to 
identify the type of the iscMneric compound* 
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5 •2 Preparation of Oampofonto 
(1) Ols* and trans- DJeyanobiad ^  10 Dhenanthroling) JLrogadl) 
Ee (phen)g (caD^t- fhie compound was prepared Ijy the method 
suggested t>y A,A. Schllt with slight modificationj 6 grams of 
1» 10 phenanthroline monohydrate (BDH, Anal R grade), 0.03 mole 
was taken in a beaker together with 3,9 grams of ferrous ammon-
ium siaphate Fe (MA)^ (^ 04)2* 6H2O , 0,01 mole in 400 ml of 
double distilled water, fhe solution was heated to ;}ust below 
the boiling point. At this stfge a freshly prepa3?ed aoquous 
solution of KCH (iO grams in 10 ml of water) was added rapidly 
with oocasional stirring, She solution was cooled at room 
temperature during i^ bdch time well formed small» crystalline 
platelets slowly dereloped. After a few hours of aging.the 
dark violet product was isolated by suction filteration, washed 
generously with distilled water and dried in vacuo at room 
temperature (yield 5 gr. $9Z). 5?he compound was crystallised 
with anhydrua methanol, The mixture of two fractions was 
recovered, Ihe mixture was dissolved in an ©quimolar solution 
of chloroform and methanol and was refluxed on a water bath 
for 24 to 48 hours. The cooled solution was filtered. The 
soluble fraction on concentrating gave a trans- product, 
fox the isolation of Gis- compound from the mixture, the com-* 
pound was refluxed with methanol In the identical way for 50 to 
36 hours. The solution yielded a crystalline coapound on 
oeoling and drying,^ 
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(ii) Ola- end trana- Dloyaiiol)lB (2. aUlpyridyl ) Iron (II) 
1^ (ai-p)i> (CN)2t'» fh© ooEKpound was prepared In an Identical 
way as reported earliert 0.05 mole solution of ferrous euanaonium 
sulphate in 400 ml of distilled water was prepared, ^he solu* 
tion was Ijoiled and a fireshly prepared solution of 1/( ZOS was 
added after brief stirring. On ooolJJig at room temperature a 
coloured coiopouxid was separated from the moldier liquet trtiioh 
hecame dark on aging, fhe ocaapound was crystallised in methanol 
and dried in vacuo over B2O5 at room temperature. 
She ois and the trans species wex% separated oat in the similar 
manner as reported in the preparation and characterieation of 
i, IO phenanthroline, 
(iii) Ois-- and transH Dicyanobis (ecetyle acetone) iron (II) 
Fe (ao ao)^ (6g)gi'* A dark red solution was obtained on mix-
ing 0.0? mole solution of acetyl acetone (BM^ Poole» England) 
together with 0.01 mole of ferrous azsmoniua sulphate solution 
in 400 ml of double distilled water. The solution was boiled 
and stirred. A freshly prepared solution of lX KON in water 
was added. A dark coloured compound was separated on cooling 
at room temperature, She compound developed darkness on aging. 
She eompeund was reezystallised with anhydras methanol.^ A 
fine shining small crystals were obtained. The coorpound is 
found to be a aixtuare of ois- end trans- species as usual, fhe 
trans- ce«q;>€fund was cepayated Arom the mixture on refluxing a 
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methanol chloroform (equimolar) solution for 24 hours on a 
water hath, fhe residue was separated by filteration, Ihe 
insoluble conrpound vas fotmd to he rich in trans- form, 
5,3 Preparation of targets 
Share is no veil defined formula hy which one can find out 
how Hiueh quantity of a sample is to be taken for the absorber 
since Debye tenrperatures of the compounds are not known, H<sw-
evert we deteraaiined the weight of the target material by trial 
and error and experience so that optimum conditions may be 
achieved. We carried out investigations on the three following 
confounds 
"Ois- »e (t, to phen)2 (0K)2 
trans- le (1, 10 phen)^ (CH)^ 
mirfeure- f* (1, 10 phen)2 (OH)^, 
'Cis- Fe (dlp)2 (QS)2 
trans- Fe (dip)2 (ON)2 
mixture- 5e (dip)2 (CN)2 
and 
trajiB- ! • (ao «e)2 (0N)2 
mixture- ! • (ao ao) (0H)2 
where9 
1, 10 phen • i, iO phenanthroline or orthophenanthroline 
having the molecular weight 198/25* 
dip • dipyridyl . (oX-C^J molecular weight 156.19 and 
N yf 0 0 
ao ac » aeetyl aeeten* ( ^ | - c - CH2 - G - GfH5)and meleoular 
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weight « 200«i2, She quantity of each sanrpXe Is taken in 
such a w ^ that the percentage of iron remained constant In 
each target* We took 0,58» 0«52 and 0,23 gm. of Fe (1, 10 
phen)2 (CW)2. JP» (dlp)2 (CN)2 and Pe (ao ao)2 (casr)2 respectirely, 
fine powdea?ed material is put in perspex holders having both 
sides oovered with a very thin sheet of the same material. 
Special attention has been paid in preparing the sample to avoid 
iron contamination, following table-I gives the parameters of 
target materials* used for the investigation, 
lable-I 
WP Target Substance Wt.of / of Iron Iron Oon- Mount of 
the in the tent in fe57 in th< 
IT, Suhst- compound the tar- target 
ance set (mg/cn^) 
{m ) , W/cmZ) 
1. Ois«Pe(1,10 phen)2(0Iir)2 0,38 11 
2 trans-Pe(1Jpphen)g (GH)g 0.38 11 
3 mix.Fed, 10phen)2(01!r)2 0,185 11 
4 ciB-Pe(dip)2(0N)2 0,32 13 
5 tran«-fe(dip)2(0N)2 0,52 13 
6 miac^e(dip)2(CN)2 0,32 13 
7 trans-Pe(ao ao)2(CSH)2 0.23 18 
8 ml3c,^(ao •c)2(0N)2 0,23 18 
16,2 
16.2 
4,^ 
16.2 
16.2 
16,2 
16,2 
16,2 
3,64 
3.64 
0,91 
3,64 
3.^4 
3.64 
3.64 
3.64 
5•4 Theoretical Aspects of the Cis- and trans- Oompounds 
Experimental data will give us the isomer shifts and the 
quadrupole splittings. To undersmnd the isomershift we need 
to calculate the total s-electron density at the iron atom 
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locattd In a given moleoular compoimd. Ihese calculations 
are very much involved and hence no interpretation of the 
isomer shifts ie attempted. Since the quadrupole moment of 
the excited state of iron is estimated to he Q • +0.2834<).035h 
therefore, fro© the ahserved splittings w can estimate the 
electric field gradient acting at the iron site in the ois-^ and 
the 'teijans- cosspounds. 
.70 
X CIS'isomer ^ trans-isomer 
Per the ligand with chsdfge e at B(x * Xbt y • 0, 8 * 0 ) 
ym ohtaln (please refer t o the chapter-I l l ) 
Tjoj • 2 e Xb"5. Yyy - *• X^^' and ?«« - - • ^ * ^ . 
Qnt can thus calculate these BIG oompcments for each ligand 
Ion cls^ as ve i l as trans^ geometric configurations, 
separately. IJeflning • Xb""^  • Sh «»* • ^ ^ • Sa, the values 
of the f ie ld gradients are given in fahle-*II 
In th i s example we find that Yzz * Sa - Sb for the c i s - case 
and VasB * 2Sh - 2Sa for the t rans - case and the r a t io of the 
quadrupele spl i t t ings of t r ans - t o c i s - 1 8 - 2 , In order to 
satisfy the condition that 'f'sat<>^yy^'^»z ©^ ^^®® *<» relabel 
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5abl«-Il 
Iiigand 
B(43C) 
A(-x) 
B(i-y) 
B(-y) 
A{*a) 
B(-2) 
l?otal 
TXX 
2Sl> 
2Sa 
.-Slj 
-Sb 
- 3 a 
-Sb 
Sa - Sb 
Cj.0— 
vyy 
•Sb 
*Sa 
2Sb 
2S1> 
- S a 
-Sb 
2Sb - 2Sa 
Yea 
2Sb 
*Sa 
-Sb 
-Sb 
2Sa 
2Sb 
Sa -
"baranfl— 
''aac 
2Sa 
2Sa 
-Sb 
-Sb 
—Sb 
- S b 
% -
-Sft 
-Sa 
2Sb 
2Sb 
-Sb 
-Sb 
»a« 
- S a 
-Sa 
-Sb 
-Sb 
2Sb 
2Sb 
Sb 4Sa*4Sb 2Sb-2Sa2Sb-2Sa 
ki-^x) 
A(-x) 
B(*y) 
B(-y) 
BCtB) 
B( -a ) 
Total 
the axes of tbe Xigands, and tbe modified diagrains of the o i s -
«nd the t^faas- isomers and the i r BJFG are given in t a b l e - I l l , 
cis-isomer iyans-isomer 
In the c i«- ease r^m 0 with f^^ m 2Sb-2Sa and in the trans- case 
Yj^m 0 with t^ « 4P*Mib*' the r a t io of the q^oadrupole sp l i t t ings 
of t rane- to 0i»^ i» agaiii. *f;^  
f3€ 
t34 
ISi 
'frao'f^ ,48.7 
— L - J — I 1 _ 
J 
trans • • • 
CIS 
• • 
# 
/4f 
Q 
O 
m«5 
• *• 
(a) 
% . „ * ' ' ' * * : i , ^ « * v * * 1. / < ^ *r,V** 
'»*^ 
?? 
^4SZk 
%450 
u 
44e 
446 
444 
442 
* 
* . * • 
• . • • 
• 
A-
(C) 
50 70 90 no f30 fSQ fTO 
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Tablt-III 
Mgand 
B ( + B ) 
B ( - B ) 
A(4-y) 
B<-y) 
A(4x) 
B( -x ) 
t o t a l 
Tjcx 
•Sb 
*Sb 
•-Sa 
»ST& 
2da 
2Sb 
Sd^Sb 
c i s * 
Vyy 
-Sb 
-Sb 
2Sa 
2Sb 
- S a 
-Sb 
SarSb 
^z» 
23b 
2Sb 
- S a 
-Sb 
- S a 
-Sb 
2Sb«2Sa 
trans 
^XJC 
w»Sa 
- S a 
2Sb 
2Sb 
-Sb 
-Sb 
2Sb-2Sa 
Vyy 
- S a 
- S a 
—Sb 
-Sb 
asb 
2Sb 
. . - r r - i r n m . I ' ^ i ^ O r i / l 
Tag 
2Sa 
2Sa 
-Sb 
-Sb 
-Sb 
-Sb 
A(*a) 
A(—z) 
B(+x) 
B(-x> 
B(+y) 
B ( - y ) 
2Sb-2Sa 4Saf4Sb f o t a l 
5«5 EaEperlmantal Data 
For thft data aogiiisition we have followed the osethod described in 
Ohaptej?^!! of this dissertation* The source and absorber are 
always kept at room temperattare which was 28® ± 2<>0. Plgs-5»1» 
5.2 and 5,3 give the raw experimental data obtained for various 
compounds• She^meters of Tarious absorbers are given in fable-I* 
from these figures it is evident that we were net able to obtain 
pure ois- and pure trans- compounds, Sfforts to obtain ih % € 
pure fox* have not been suocessfol* HOfwel^ ir, it is not essential, 
for the work reported here, to have theo in the pure .form. *roa 
a given mixture of the ois- and the ^ ans- compeunds we have been 
able to alter the fractional eotiposition by physical methods and 
the spectra of this various mixtures is given in yig*5*1 for 
ft (100 ph»n|j5 iQS)z, Pig^i.a for Pe (Dlp)2 iOS)z aa* fie-53 for 
Fe(ao ac)g (^)af I'ig-5r4 gives the thickness effect on the 
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speotipal 8hap0. Sli« thin ab8Qrl>er epectruai cXear3;sr indioates 
tht better resolution in oootparison to the thiclc absorber 
apeotruM^ Sal)Xe-IT emmaxlzts the escperimental resul ts . Ho 
fable~Jt ^ 
5* Compound 
trans-Fe (1,1 pphen)2 (CK)2 
1 
cie-f« (t ,10phen)2 {0N)2 
traas-^e(dip)2(0N)2 
cie«Fe(dip)2(0S)2 
tra»s-Fe(ao ac)2(CN)2 
Gis~I^(ao ae)2(CN)2 
Q.S. 
0,621 
0,3a5 
0,€77 
0,365 
0,747 
0,365 
-0,54 
•0,07 
•0,22 
•0,13 
-0,06 
40.3 
Q,S. 
s10-8e7 
2,98 
1,56 
3,25 
1**75 
3,59 
1.75 
X«SA 
xlO-^eT 
-2,5816 
•0,3347 
-1,0677 
•0.6374 
•0,8789 
•1,4342 
1) Bstimated uncertainty in the measurements la of the order of 
• 0,020/nm/s 
il) ^aliheration i& hased <m the de- I B ^ ^ Hosshauer spectrum, 
iii) Iflomershilts are v.r.t, the «»- J^2^ MSsshauer spectrum, 
attesrpt is made for the area analysis since crudeness of the gamma 
ray spectrum has always hampered the background estimation, fhis 
statement is correhorated ft'om the gamma ray spectrum shown in 
Fig-2.6. 
The easperlraental data of Fe (1| 10 phen)2 (CH)2 clearly indicates 
that the Q,S, in the ois- and the trans- ccmipounds are n^t thQ 
same, The work of R.R, Berrett^* showed that the Q,S, of the 
0(Mpoundsare the same with the Yalue of 0,60 mzo/s. We took 
speeial care in preparing the conpounds. If we were to ha?e the 
same t.8, in the els- and the 'N?aas- eompeonds then it coiad he 
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anomaly i^liloh neada apaclal at-tention. We know thaii tha 
ci8<*^  and tht trana^ laomeriam ia dua to the geoutetrio axvanga* 
manta of the molecules oromiA the metal ion for a given oc»apounA« 
Xn no oaae we could eiq>eet the field gradient should he aame for 
the oiB- and the trana- conpoonds for thia would riolate the 
local symmetxy at the iron site* 0«ir results clearly show that 
the Q,S, is ^ Btfferent in the ois* and the trazis- compounds and 
the ratio is almost as one could expect ftrom the point charge models 
fhis fact is oorrohorated f^om.the measurements made on other 
ccmpounds as shown in f ahle^IT, 
5«6 Results and Bisoueaion 
The measured ratio of the quadrupole splittings, as seen from 
table-I?, of trans- and cis- isomers is almost 2 in each case* 
fhe pvrlty of cis- and trans* isomer*was always checked hy the 
method, of infiea. red spectra taken with Perkin Blmer> IE-621, 
soannij!]^  the region from 4000 cm to 200 cm • Ihe replace-
ment of 1 , 10 phenanthroline in the oompoonde hy dipyridyl . did 
not produce appreciahlc ohange in the guadrupole splitting, How^ 
erer, the replacement hy linear chain group like acetyle acetone fioi 
much larger effect on the field gradient, from this ohservation 
it ia our con;}tisture that aromatic groups in the similar atruo-
tural environment are suoh leap effeetiT* than the alephatic 
groupa, Xhis ohserration eould be of nueh use in the evaluation 
of cenraleney faetora ete.^ if one knows the ligand eoordinatea. 
It was noticed, for the flr9t t<t»e i|i these isomers, that the 
quadrapole deuhlat had imigaai Intensities with In/lc- is less 
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than tmity for the trans- compounds and it was more than 
unity In all of our ols- compounds. It is known that -G = H 
gtonxp of these molecular ooo^ounda decides ois* end trans 
'^oaetrlo configurations, "'' Shis would aean the CI molecules 
occupy 'A* positions as referred to geometric figures of section 
4 of this chapter. It is known that the iron Ion FeClI)' is 
in ph eirrironffient with (SB molecules forming strong "bonds, ^ ^ 
Therefore the Behye-Waller factor f n must he greater than the 
f J. in 018- isomers, Therefore, if fn/f j, >1 then lower emrgy 
line has higher Intensity,always,"^ This fact is the result of 
Goldanskii-Karya^in effect,' These theoretical estimates also 
confirm our experimental data where It/la- was found to he gi^ater 
than wnlty for trans*- Isomer and %n/l<r is less than unity for 
ois^ isomer. 
The contrihution to the WQ can come from valence and ligand 
charges* Since the iron is in the Ojj symmetry with low spin 
the valence contrihution to the field gradient should vanish. 
Preceding estimates for the field gapadlent based on the lattice 
contribution essentially confirms experimental finding, Any 
deviation from the factor of 2 should be attributed to devia?-
tions from point charge estimates* With these remarks we may 
writ. ( B K ) „ , ^ ^ 4 - (1 -''-)(BFS)i^«io,. 
77 Therefore, using the value of '/•• as * 10*6; we obtain eq as 
1, i) •S.ll X to e.B.u, for trans- fe(l, 10phen)2 i^)2 
11) •3.20 X 't®'^ ' e.s.tt, for els- fe(1, tO phen)2 (0N)2 
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2. i ) +6,66 X 10^5 e.s.u. for tiems^ W{^'p)2 {(38)2 
i i ) +5.59 xi0^5 e.a.u* for cis- ?e(dlp)2 (0S)2 
3. i)'*7,36 X to''' e.e.tt. for trans- F«(ae ae)^ (0H)2 
U)*3.59 X 10^5 e.B.tt.^  for cie- I (^a© ao)2 (GK)^  
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APPENDIX-I 
usEPoi MAiRix Emmms OF BJ*"^ FOR i « 1,2 MD 4, 
a) 
1,1 2 ' » " V"2 
^'^ 2 
b) 
^ . - 2 - ^*^^ ( 1 = ^ ) 2 .Sir^ j^^g . ge-^ *^  eon' I Bin | t^^i^ 
^^ O^ » -#17^«*^"sinpcosp| 23|^ .2 • -2«""^ * cos | «la5 | •217' ^ 
l|^2 • ^ ^ ®^ P^ •^ ^^ ^^  4 ,0 • ^ - f s^ ^P « 4,-2 • VWoin^N 
»!l,-2 - -20^ 008^ I ^ ^ I ^21/, j^^^^ . ^21a ^ j ^ 2^ -^21/^  
13^ 2 o • T ^ •2^* «^^P r B^ o o - t^^ ( l22S2^)2e2ir ^ 
.a^^air 
o) 
3^  4 ^ «41« ^ 8 fi -4ir^ , ^4 ^ -4ia ^.^8 a ^41/ 
4 ^ , ^ 2 . - 3 ^ ^ I Bin f e - ^ ^ l 4 ^ . , - ^ 2 . - 5 i « , o . |a ln7 | .41 . , 
^2,4'"2^*"^^"co»%Bln2| •-4i>', Dj^^,i«f7r2i%of2|»ln^|t^^ , 
^ir# 2 2 ^ • * * 2 2t 
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Ijfa 4-«f?«2^«co«2|ala6|^-4i^ I cfg •4-af7«2^«oo»%in2|^41^ 
^i4,4-**^''»to^^"*^'' f 3)!4^.4t*^%08Q|*+i^ 
4 ^ 2 < 2 t - ^ ( 3 e o 8 7 | 8 i i | - 15 oo«5| ,j^3| ^ ^0 fiOB^^±a%^^2ir 
-1t2 2 2 2 2 2 2 
»i2,*2-»^^"<^5co»*|,to4| . 12 co82£,ink * e i n ^ . - ^ i ' ^ 
* 2 2 2 2 
M>4f« 2 2 
• ) 
. -21/ 
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.217-
^•^ 2 2 Z Z 2 2 
I»J^^.2-^V'2e^*(3oo»'^|»ii4 - ''^  do»5|8ia5| + I0eoa^|iiia5|)t2^^ 
f ) 
3^^QW^'^^{y(^QiiOB^^i3i^l - 8f 10008^ iiln*|*5riGoo»^|«ln%) 
I^^^*eo«®| - 16 oos%la?|+5$co»^lai*|.t6ooB^la^| • »ia®| 
^-1,0*^5t^"(-ooB^|«iB| • 6«o«^|Bln^|-6ooi'|s|n%o<i»|ila'^|) 
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